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Sean P. Hall

Albuquerque Rain

inister grey clouds converge
The sun shines bright in the west

Our window of opportunity is short
So we leave.

The wind whips tree leaves nearly horizontal
Thunder booms and there are other sharp cracks
Could be fireworks or could be gunshots from the
International District.

We approach a large, dirty dishwater cloud 
and shift directions.
Drops the size of fifty cent coins 
fall politely here and there
Not too close to each other
Lots of personal space.

We walk towards the afternoon sun.
The rainfall glows like a meteor shower.
The concrete like a dirty Dalmatian.

A crippled man hurries his cane 
Through the park grass
and his dog helps pull him 
To the outer edge
that now looks like a 
Big city 
Downtown sidewalk
speckled with chewing gum and 
God knows what other spots of filth
that need to be 
Power steam 
Cleaned off 
occasionally.

Surrounded by gentle tapping sounds 
on leaves and awnings
Landscape river rocks are reminded of 
where they came from.

Colors are darkened and deepened
Happy greens
Satisfied browns
Black asphalt feels 
acknowledged.

Flower petals violently punched and 
pieces of their delicate f lesh 
litter the pavement.
I can smell the fragrance of their blood
as their departed appendages 
Float away in the gutter,
now a river where I once watched
Popsicle stick boats race 
To their doom.

The rain showers us now 
and it is certain
There is no escape
From this downpour.

Gina lags behind 
enduring the pelting.
Petey is used to it now and still
thinks it’s okay to stop and smell.

“Let’s go!” I demand.
Grey surrounds and dampens and
The sun still shines through its circular window.

S
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A narrow band of rainbow 
Humbly illuminates 
The origin of the draining cloud.

My clothes are soaked and 
sticking to my skin.
I feel a chill and a memory
A senior in high school
Ready to move 
Away from here
Casually walking in a 
heavy deluge of precipitation
my t-shirt and Levi 501’s 
Absolutely wet
in the middle of the street
while in the west
The sun beams on 
My smiling face.

A drop of rain lands 
on the bottom edge of
one of my eyeglass lenses
and rests there 
like a saltless tear

A block away from home and
Pete wants to examine a newly dead dove
“Move it!” I demand.

Arriving at the front porch
The dogs shake and their collar tags clatter.
“Don’t go into the bedroom!” I warn them
As if they understand what I say.

Inside it is dry
and quiet
Except for 
The panting tongues,
The f lapping of fur,
The tapping of claws on hardwood.

The dogs are smiling 
Slightly out of breath
and happy
to be alive
Home
out of the rain
which is now 
subsiding.

The last few drops
tap the sheet metal
of the swamp cooler
and echo down the hallway.

Unmistakable incense
of wet dog
fills the house
and all is as it should be.

Sean P. Hall

Albuquerque Rain continued
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Helen Kimmel

Queen of the Sunflowers

ith a stalk in her hand 

And wreath on her head, 

She stood atop the gravel mound

Under dappled blue and white sky.

Maybe it was October, 

November, 

December,

When she witnessed a wasteland 

Of dried sunf lower blooms. 

All the schoolchildren weeded, 

Grasping raspy stalks, 

And yanked each blossom

From the cool moist earth. 

Top-heavy heads 

Ducked and bobbed

As they lacked the strength

Of robust green stems.

A dozen rakes combed the land with 

Blunt rusty teeth;

A hairbrush through insolent tangles and knots. 

They pushed her away, 

This strange sunf lower queen,

And dirtied her dress as she fell to the ground. 

With tears in her eyes and 

Defiance in her heart,

She picked herself up—

Climbing over delicate chicken wire—

And marched towards the pile 

With her head held high. 

Scabby fingers embraced a tall, awkward stalk—

Recreating the glory it once had, 

Months before, 

Back in summer. 

For she always saw beauty in the forgotten.

With the smaller blooms, 

She fashioned a crown—

Weaving together brittle stalks.

She knelt upon the pile, 

An altar for her coronation. 

The schoolchildren’s chuckles and laughs

Had no effect upon her 

As they f loated though the thin dry air.

For as they gossiped 

And chattered about their future 18th birthdays,

She dreamed of her own private world,

Where sunf lowers—

Golden blooms on tall emerald stalks—

Would tower above her like the dome

Of a great cathedral, 

With Eden in her eyes

And Heaven at her feet. 

W
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Quentin Phinney

Caitlin Murphy

Brittle 1, painting 

er paper-thin skin
bears the scars from within

and his hands seek
all that his eyes fail to satisfy.
He’ll try to read her like braille -
he is too blind
to see otherwise.

Braille
ou said that you were a lover of literature, 
As you caressed my spine.

Opening me up wide,
You fill your hands with me. 

My feelings for you,
A story inked into the planes of my skin. 

My pages exposed,
You never bothered to read the words. 

Bibliophilia

H Y
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Heidi Neff

don’t have

the right blood or 

the right paperwork

I don’t have the right to be here

I could disappear

without warning

So I write my name

down to the bottom

because then I won’t forget

what the letters represent

I am not the basement boxes 

full of thrift store clothes

wrapped around those

expensive knives, no

I am not the kind

to call home by name

So I write my own name

under the skin of everywhere I’ve been

because then,  I will remember who I am

when I have nothing left 

to write on

Write Right Moon Fire

I come over

in the strange burn

of this night

hand to forehead

fever dreams

 

I come over

cool and full-mooned

hand to your

briared mind

 

I come over

hand to the heat

of your bleeding

hand to hand

 

I come

over and over

I
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Carol Woodland

he snake in the sun
the f lies guarding my honey

the thawing of that big lump in your throat
gone soon all these things
for autumn is the springtime of Death
and he comes now
  galloping
  with fervor

wilting the basil &
breathing a chill
in through the cracks
above my window sill
he’s stolen away my summer dress
he’s driving moths into the ground
he’s dancing among herds of insects dig-
ging deep into the belly of earth

still   I water the plants
  and leave some crumbs out for the birds
  wrap your throat in wet leaves
    
my power is weak in this world
    strong in the other

he’s cutting the f lute from inside you
& your song dissolves into
a soft hum
a lullaby for the trees and birds and snakes
for Sagittarius and Capricornus
 & the Harp and the Swan

We trace the path
 now bare
under the pale light of Orion’s belt
back to the place
where we churn the energy
and commune with the hissing tongues
two steps to the left, turn
two steps to the right, turn
the sacred dance
in the nameless circle

your sacred white garments glow in the thin moonlight
snakes around your ankles and arms
the scent of tea leaves and tobacco rising off your body
you buried the f lute in a shallow grave
anointed with pomegranate seeds and 
a few drops of your own blood
and the wind picked up to a deafening roar

December Voodoo

T
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Geraldine Gardner

Skeleton, sketch on paper 
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Fran Gallegos

Graveyard
ry, brown tumbleweeds
      Piled against the cement wall

Big, coal-black bird
      Spiraling on the breeze
Rocky, gritty dirt
      Sculpted by the wind
Green, spiny cacti
  Blooming pink, yellow f lowers
Native, desert plants
      Growing rough and spiny
Small, blue-green lizard
      Rushing from one bush to another
Growl of the wind
  Rattling the plants, hurling rough sand
Sage and dead cat
  Smelling of life and death
Pallid, yellow bone
           Lying in the sun

D
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Eric Erwin

Praying Not To Get Stuck, photograph 

Jevon Lewis

I was picking out the poison
Now it is here

I was sucking out the poison
Now it’s pure
It’s in my veins

caught in the net
of the web

Change my wants
But the poison is

about to set
I wouldn’t and will never forget

but I need to move
Or I will be stuck in a poisonous groove

It killed me, don’t let it ruin you
Poison

Poison
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Cristobal Holguin

The Sugar Ant

witnessed a small ant crawling
She is a solitary scout

A soldier on the lookout for food or foe

She is a forager on the move for sustenance
A worker that bores through the earth
Shouldering the sand in her jaws like cinder 
blocks

She is a long distance runner
Covering inches that spans miles for her
Legs bustling at a rapid pace

She is an engineer
Weaving tunnels that
Weave catacombs through the Earth

She is a treasure seeker
Finding pay dirt in a small grain of sugar
A nugget of gold for her

She is a daughter
With millions of siblings
All the same as her
A drop among a sea of many

She is one of the whole
A finger feeling the world around her
a magnificent creature from a society
Filled with underground cities
Each as sprawling and wide as a metropolis

She has allegiance
A devotion to her queen
A loyal subject that carries out
Her majesty’s will

She is all this and more and travels on six legs
A tiny sugar ant crawling on my wall

I
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Mark J Wilson

Not Us

t the racially integrated high school
that preaches diversity, the different 

ethnicities segregate themselves 
 in the school cafeteria like the food items 
on their trays – solid plastic partitions hinder
them from spilling over into other 
sections which do not savor their 
dissimilar f lavor; the unsmiling faces 
and averted eyes of the others direct 
them back to their homogeneous places
where the milk is not diluted 
and their beliefs are not disputed

A

Mon Pere

he passive, vacant look within your eyes
belied a sadness fraught with guilt

from sins that singed your daughter’s inner rise
with cloaks of knowledge cut from evil’s quilt
Yet never could you try to make amends
as they matured with memories then repressed
while working overtime let you pretend
that all your wrens in nests were fully dressed
I can’t condone and yet I can’t condemn
not knowing the disease which seized your sense
You must have felt so stitched in sorrow’s hem
to f ly from f ledgling’s cries in diffidence
Perhaps if you had known confession’s light
you could have led us past denial’s blight

T
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Steven Veatch

Waiting For Their Mother, photograph

Amanda Cartigiano
From the Womb to the Tomb

weet, little baby born at last 
She’s tired, she’s crying, and she’s cold 
The suffering and anticipation has now passed 

Wrapped in a blanket, ready to hold 
Her skin is soft and smells like baby
She laughs, plays, and moves all night
Could she become a handful? Maybe 

Years have passed and Alice is twenty
She works hard as an exotic dancer
Those late, dangerous nights earn her the money 
Heavily into men and drugs

And no easy way to escape 
This dangerous life leads to getting mugged
And possibly death and rape

Alice is now old, 80 to be exact
No morals, no hopes, no goals 
Only the remains of heroin and crack 
She sits up in her bed
Regrets the life she led
But now it’s way too late
For she is dead 

S
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Geraldine Gardner

Hope, scratchboard
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Fran Gallegos

Little Girls

he laughs with her little sister

They run

 Chasing  the  prairie dogs

Sister    f 
                   a
                              l
                                          l
                                                     s
           But she is not hurt

The little girls laugh and run and giggle
  Then

The little girls play a game
  With

Two uncles 

The little girls and the uncles are naked

Bigger uncle catches the younger uncles 

M ov in g   around   on  top
   of the little girls

Mother and Grandma are both yelling

The little girls are scared and cr
                   yi
                        ng
                                                          Why is everyone so crazy?

The little girls are not laughing anymore.

S
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Dolores Newkirk

emale by name
Holding the flame

Enduring the pain

They call her weak
Even a freak
But she remains

Affirmed in position
Statuesque
Strong-minded

Despite the knocks
And hard bangs
Etched in her anatomy

She bends
But does not break
Holds up

And when night comes
She cries
Humanly sighs

She Stands Flow

alty seas
Come out

Show yourself

Do not hide
Among the tides
Free yourself

Sound out
Scream the voice
Which hides

Talk freely
Unbind thoughts
Show your stuff

Its ok
To sway
To move

To be you

Flood the land
Flood the soul
Flood the heart

And flow, flow

No one sees
Her broken dreams
Nor hopes forgotten
She drips rivers
Filling pails
And empty notebooks

Her art and creativity
Lost in spatiality
For a moment
Until exhaustion
Overcomes all
She enters the abyss

She goes
She goes
She goes

Positioned

F S
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Monica Dominguez 

Reflection, graphite
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Mike Kimball 

arriage,
Children,

Families,
Everyone’s got something,
While I wake up on the floor,
Covered in the dust,
Of the night before,
Eyes bloodshot,
From waking up at 11,
After going to bed at 3,

Every morning,
I awake,
Drooling,
Unfulfilled,
And crying,

Today,
Jacqueline got married,
I had 2 hours’ notice,
Barely enough to get dressed,
And complete the 3 S’s,
Then I woke up in a haze,
It was just all my imagination,

Others are not,

He’s married,
She’s married,
Child on the way,
I’m on social media,
Every single day,
Tracking movements,
While feeling distraught,
And clutching a broken heart attack,

At my age,
Dad was a married,
 Military,
  Man,

At my age,
I’m on the verge of termination,

One more write-up,
From the supervisor,
Who’ll write you up just for sneezing wrong,

3 strikes,
You’re out,
But we’re in the 7th inning stretch,
They wouldn’t pull me out,
If they cared,

If they had compassion,
They wouldn’t,

Compassion for what?
No family,
No kids,
Just dogs,
And a loving home,
If only that kept the lights on,

But whether on or off,
I have to sleep at night,
But I will always,
Wake up on the floor,
Covered in the dust,
Of the night before,
Drooling,
Feeling unfulfilled,
And crying,

But wedding bells drown me out,
And everyone sees,
A sad,
Fat,
Man,
On the footsteps of the church,
Brushed away,
Right into reality,
Where this cycle,
With a busted chain,
And faulty brakes,
Gets back on the road again

From A Bad Dream

M
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Helen Kimmel

lass crunches 
Between chipped concrete 

And worn rubber soles, 
A graveyard of 
Rejected wedding diamonds. 
Deserted buildings
Bent and crumbling
Like a vagrant’s remaining teeth. 
The stale air bleeds radiation,
Each breath like chewing a bitter pill. 
Only the sky remains unchanged—
Robin’s egg blue gilded with the dying sunlight,
Shimmering like golden fish scales
Darting in and out of the dream state. 
The clouds near the horizon catch fire, 
Setting the sky ablaze. 
Other clouds flit shyly from the scene,
Timid ballerinas 
Tiptoeing on stage for the first time. 
Wild vines gobble up whole buildings,
Wrestling mankind’s achievements 
To the ground. 
Rust—
Like a cancerous rash—
Bubbles and blisters 
As nature reclaims its rightful land. 
Dandelions 
Squeeze between cracks in the asphalt, 
Nodding 
Like long-lost acquaintances
Passing in the night. 
And as the sun slips 
Below the horizon,
Stars wink cordially from the watercolor sky. 

Diamonds

White Walls
come from the land of white walls, 
White sheets, 

White figures floating like ghosts down sterilized halls; 
Sails on ships, set loose towards a harbor 
As far away as sanity. 
From clear plastic needles—
Thorazine drip drip dripping from the tip like teardrops; 
Crystals
On the chandelier 
That now lies in waste in the ruins of my castles in the sky.  
From dried blood—
Like the shriveled remains of my birthday roses—
Caked under nails bitten to the quick…
Then bitten further.
Wounds like screaming mouths, 
Their red color an insult—
A stinging slap—
A sharp fishhook,
Dragging me from this white winter world. 
From a ring of white fire that shines above me—
Not the real sun, but close enough—
Bleaching out all color,
All identity,
All pain. 
From black crows, 
Suddenly released from the heavy stones of memory.
The black,
Almost as welcome as the white. 

G

I
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Lonnie J. Lane

Where I’m From

am from the tin tub  
From deep woods and fresh air

I am from red clay dirt open fields 
and food beyond the barbed wire fences
I am from the bull nodal prickly bush 
the giant pecan trees looking down upon you 
with nurture for nature.

I am from hand churned ice cream 
and lazy days sitting on branches of the acorn tree
from Lane, and Eddings. 
I am from the glad they had on clean underwear
Keep your chin up, and not worrying about the cow being poor 
just drink the milk and ask for more.
I am from uplifting voices to praise the King of Kings
and joining the choir and letting my voice worship 
loud and proud.

I am from the Mc Allister and the Price. 
Smoked ham hocks and fresh black-eyed peas.
From the callous plowed hands of my grandfather
to the soft strong hand of my grandmother
in the chest at the foot of the bed 
Full of pictures of the youth of our tree
including me, the moments in time 
of all we become, the love of family. 

I
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Monica Dominguez

Aphotic Zen, mixed media collage
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Jean Orosco

Bus

mell of gasoline
Stale cigarette smoke clings to clothing

Gears turning
Downtown
Mother sitting near the window
soft adobe skin
onyx black hair
shoulders sturdy
like the New Mexico mountains
forever and curious
her perfume
subtle yet
invigorating
delicate roses fill the air
surrounding her and her daughter
Luna

Children are little drunk people
still new to the world
easily amused
Luna looks out the window
surprisingly obedient
observant

her almond shaped eyes
curious
as she
follows the traffic
and
waves at strangers
her high pitch laughs resonates
through the aisles

Old man sitting across from me
with greasy fingers and
greasy hair
eating an orange
it’s juices
dripping down from his mouth
down
into his clothes
adding sweet stains on the dirty ground
he licks his fingers and
looks up at me   
with old eyes
and inviting smiles

S

Jessica Gambill

dreamt of the Gulf
And found nothing but 

rocks and
The scent stung my nose.

Tired of fried foods
Can’t understand your accent
I’m ready to leave.

Headed for home now
Only thirteen hours to go
Look out the window.

But the blinding sun
Showcases the mangled fox
Add him to the pile.

Dairy Queens and death
Where is the next gas station
On the lonely 10 West?

Leaving Texas

I
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Brandon Bennett

            am a part of a larger Human, a cell supporting an ecosystem of life,
            I am a poet now, and an astronaut tomorrow,
            I am flying through space, the husband of a beautiful wife,
            I am only happiness and only sorrow.
            
            My cell will carry out its duties, and carry out its destiny,
            To pursue the unknown feelings with fear courage and clarity,
 
            I am you, and you are me, and we are them.
            I am them, you are we, and they are us.
            I am the stock, the stone and the stem.
            I am the kid sitting next to you on the bus.
 
            I am a baby, a boy and a man.
            And one day, just a pile of sand.
 
            I am what I am. 

The Inter-Universal Self

Survival

A river
Like scissors

People wounded
Our city was ruined

Look up, upon the stars
We will live on earth and mars

As one, our history is told in arts
Met with treasures and broken hearts

The herbivores and carnivores are alike
Yet were stabbed to death by a rusty spike

Soul, low and behold, upon this beloved rhyme
And there, once upon a time, in the time before time
We were held at arm’s length, and swept face to face

As our mother, our god, our deity, battles the human race
The tidal waves and indent fractures were like black ink marks

When the pup hides, the mutt runs, and then the mongrel barks
You listen my brethren! Listen to my words, listen to what I must say 

We will build a statue for our gods that will stand until the very last day.
 

I
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Rickelle Castro

Maison Catherine, watercolor on paper

Rene Thompson

he only thing that helps sometimes
Is to open a word doc and let it pour out 

Like an old dam bursting and exploding from the seams
The feelers flow as the force of water
Flattening all and everything 
As the words come forth, it’s almost like play-doh on the 
keys
Ready to mold into what someone might actually read
The thought is sickening and scary
But you move on, because it’s not about all that, right?
It’s about attempting to express the essence of you through 
words,
without being cliché, without ruining the English language,
or without critics caring if it’s good or bad of either accord.

Eventually though, all that emotion portrayed 
sits in a shoe box on a hard drive,

or possibly in a stack of scribbles on paper.
To be left unattended, unread, or neglected for almost ever,
until that fateful day some distant relative looks inside to see
your world in nutshell, a manifestation of you from long ago, 
but not yet lost to extinction.
The treasures of a life once wasted with love, hate, and grief.
They have mild interest and might even give a search later of 
your name.
But until then, they throw the box in the trash, because who 
are you now,
But words on a page trying not to be cliché,
Just an insignificant blip of mankind not considered or dis-
played.

The Thought is Horrifying

T
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Sean P. Hall

ou feel violated
As I touch your stuff

As I handle your merchandise
And you know that I know that you know
But I’m too cool for you
My heart beats at a 
Slightly 
Slower 
Tempo

Don’t worry about
The “shrinkage”
Because the loss is 
Already accounted for
In your gross profits 
Contingency management plan
So it’s no big deal
Soon it will all be over 
And you can talk about our little game
With the rest of the boys in the back room
You should be thankful
I brought some excitement
Into your dreary
Dead 
Dreamlike 
Routine
And brought to your 
Neatly packaged 
For sale world
A sense of wonder
A rise in your blood pressure
That brought your sorry ass back to life

And still, you are defeated and beaten and helpless
And maybe jealous
Of me 
Being that someone
Who could break a rule and not feel
Guilt because my rules are not the same as yours
My life 
You don’t know
Get a good look 
While you can
All I need is 
Two seconds 
To give you 
Doubt
To make you think that you could be wrong about me
But you’re not
And you can’t
So you don’t
And I disappear like 
The one who stole 
Your virginity
Out the door 
And never 
Seen 
Again

Jesus
Looking up
From my tattooed arm
Through streams of thorny crown blood

Forgives

Lifted

Y
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Rickelle Castro

Street Scene, watercolor on paper
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Carlos Marquez

Pulpous

augh lines and clenched fists 
I don’t know what it is about this life that makes me happy

It’s honestly something that I miss, like trying to sleep for eight hours but end up only napping 
For like two
And woken up 
At like two
Because you had a nightmare 
Afraid of something that is always right there 
In a box of silverware

I miss the winter
I miss listening to puppet talk when I would go to sleep 
I miss watching Rugrats on the mornings when I was my happiest
I miss talking about guns like I knew what they were and didn’t know what they actually did
I miss playing four square with all of the kids 
I miss not knowing all of the things that I know 
I miss not remembering all of the things that I’ve seen 
I miss when I hadn’t done all of the things that I’ve done
Because they’re always going to be there from now on

But that’s okay 
I’ll live another day 
And another one 
And another one 
And another one
And another one 

I’m my mother’s son 
I really am 
I look up to her like ants do tall buildings
I could give her enough praise until it touches the ceiling 
I’m thankful 
But never appreciative enough
I continue to ask for more 
Even when times are rough
I must be nuts 

Call me Carlos the cashew
Not Carlos the cat dude 

L
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Pulpous continued

I’m allergic
I’m Carlos with the cash shoes 
Is it news that I tighten vanity’s noose 
Should I get a clue the color blue
Buy it at the store only cause it’s new
Should I match it with my bashfulness?
Maybe my lack of following through with my passions 
I’ll never be Christ but, Christ, I’ll be crucified 
At least for what I believe 
I’m my own Judas Priest 

My dad told me to never forget what he said 
I can’t remember what it was 
I’ll forever remember him though
I guess that’s true love
He won me a duck in Las Vegas when I was young 
I can remember that 
Or him pushing me on my back arguing over something time took over
He thought I was going to call the police
But I called my sister who’s almost married to an officer 
So that’s sort of close, right? 

I try not to walk around in public and hold my nose tight 
Keep my eyes straight 
Away from things I dislike 
If it makes me feel something why turn away?
Why should I ever turn away from blatant ignorance
I’m shy, yes, but I try and stay diligent 
I guess it’s better than being militant
Or are they almost synonyms? 
I mean, they can be. 

I feel like I’m still searching for my name 
I get better and I get worse so I guess I’m still the same 
I try to remain kind
Through all of the fog
We are what we have lost 
So I guess I’m my mind

Carlos Marquez
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Monica Dominguez

Silence, Quemado, NM 2010, gelatin print

Heidi Neff

Stones
pulled the church apart
stone by stone

down to the last bones                                   
that crumbled too easily
in my calloused hand

I held up fragments of faith:
half a crucifix, missing its Christ
a piece of Mary, eyes closed
to my blasphemy

I took each stone
and threw it home
to the river from which it came
baptized and renamed

I
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Carol Woodland

Bruised Fruit

verything went into slow motion as three policemen came lumbering in through the automatic doors. Their big 
bodies for a moment blocked the early June sunshine and cast an amorphous, long, dark shadow from the doors all 

the way to the end cap of the cereal aisle. From my assigned post in the middle of the produce section I eyed their dark 
uniforms, batons swinging at the waist in a playful manner, guns securely holstered at the hip in ballistic grade fabric. 
As they stepped in, the doors clapped shut behind them, then open, then shut again. I dropped two green apples, one 
from each hand, where they had been carefully arranging a gravity-defying pyramid of the sour fruits while I hummed 
along with the drone of the store’s tinny country music radio soundtrack. The apples hit the ground sending sticky wet 
fruit shrapnel in all directions, but I was frozen in place. A customer was grabbing my arm, “Sir?... Sir!” she pleaded. 
Without turning my head to look at her, I raised one hand with my pointer finger extended upwards to indicate that 
she ought to silence herself. I watched as one police officer approached the front end manager, Lisa. He leaned in close 
to her to whisper something in her ear, and her body began to shake like a newspaper pinned on the side of a building 
in the wind.
 A no-nonsense type generally, though Lisa was only 23 years-old,she had been working at the Food Lion 
for nearly 7 years.  A framed photo of her as a 16 year old employee-of-the-month was reused time and time again 
throughout the years, and on this fine day her juvenile visage commanded attention from its familiar place in the 
polished, pinewood frame affixed beside the automatic doors. She looked exactly the same now as she did then, except 
in this moment her face was drained of all color. Once, while she was commending my attendance she had said that if 
I played my cards right, I might end up with my photo in that frame someday. I had laughed then, expecting to share 
some inside humor over the ridiculous concept of awarding someone a superlative for excellence in grocery store 
servitude. “Oh Tim...” she had said, shaking her head in what may have been either exasperation or disappointment. It 
was hard to tell with Lisa.
 “Tim to the manager’s office,” her voice boomed over the store’s intercom, interrupting Loretta Lynn’s 
whinnying voice on the radio.
 “Sir!” came the nagging voice of the customer beside me again. I turned to see a big bluish-white bouffant 
towering over huge round glasses with eyes like scared little minnows darting around in them. The bouffant shook like 
my Aunt Sally’s pineapple lime jello tower, terrifying to look at, and more terrifying still to consider what kind of god-
forsaken monster could construct such a thing. Bristly hair of a most unnatural hue bent over forwards and back and 
all askew like the grass on the football field after a fun night of off-road driving adventures, and bits of metal hairpins 
poked out like overly eager Springtime worms to hold the whole mess together about as well as a toddler might be 
able to orchestrate a Rube Goldberg device. In her thin, snake-like arms the woman clutched the bigger pieces of the 
fallen apples to her bosom as if they might be used as currency in the post apocalyptic world to come.
 I looked her square in the eyes, and for a moment saw my own reflection in her dilated pupils. My eyes were 
opened wide with terror, my jaw hung slack with agony. Turning my head to look back at Lisa I saw her beautiful blond 
hair shining in the afternoon sunlight coming in through the automatic doors. Her pink-lipsticked mouth was talking 
into the intercom phone again; it was calling my name, and my heart pounded. Not like it used to pound when I first 
got the job at the Food Lion and I thought there was a chance that Lisa and I might get together. We were close in age 
after all, attractive and young- it made sense. But not to Lisa, she’d laughed at the idea so I let it go. This time my heart 
pounded the way I imagine a zebra’s heart must pound when the hyenas are closing in. Lisa’s long-lashed green eyes 
met mine almost 100 feet back, while in my peripheral vision I saw a police officer pointing in my direction over her 
shoulder. His canine teeth caught the sunlight as he called out to the other cops.
 “Fuck!” I yelled, pushing hard to move out of my way the terrible woman impeding my path. I shoved her hard 
to the right, and though she attempted to grab me her hands were too sticky and full of busted bits of apple. As she 

E
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Carol Woodland

Bruised Fruit continued

careened out of my vision I heard the pyramid of apples behind me, creating a monstrous thunder like the bowling 
balls of hell as they raced to the dirty linoleum floor. My Converse all star high tops carried me across the floor like 
angel’s wings as the police began to run towards me, drawing their guns. The woman on the floor screamed a scream 
that must have curdled every ounce of milk in the store.
 I ran through the produce section dodging a rainbow of shiny waxed fruits and vegetables, and then down a 
long aisle lined with freezer cases that each individually lit up as I passed them. It was an energy-saving technique to 
have them light up light that, only when someone got close enough to consider the hundred or so options of flavors for 
frozen dairy confections, but now the lights amped me up to run faster still.
 Nearing the deli, the black and while floor tiles appeared as grey blur beneath my almost- flying body. I heard 
the first shot ring out as I rounded the corner case which displayed an impressive variety of imported pickles. For a 
second I turned back to see a police man had slipped on a bit of apple and had fired his gun recklessly upward as he fell 
to the floor. Two other cops were still charging hard towards me, foaming at the mouth frenetically like Pavlov’s dogs 
at the sound of the gunshot. As if in a carefully choreographed ballet, the officers soared through the air in a graceful 
swan dive, toppling over one another and their partner on the floor, succumbing to the Granny Smith-ridden trap I had 
laid. I heard more yelling from the front of the store as another police man now entered into the chaotic scene through 
the automatic sliding doors, which clanged open and shut over and over again behind him. The damn things had been 
flapping like this for three days now but the manager was too stingy to fix them and too prideful to just remove the 
automatic door-opening device altogether.
 This officer was tall, taller than I was, and unlike the others, he wore a black cowboy hat on his head. His 
mirrored aviator sunglasses hid what I imagined to be ghastly beady eyes bloodshot with rage. He wasted no time 
taking the obviously safer route between the bananas and stacked crates of oranges, and sprinting towards me he 
withdrew his pistol and kissed its barrel tenderly. Unnerved by his sensual display of bloodlust, I knocked a large 
pickle jar to the ground as I became mobile again. The smell of vinegar engulfed me, reminding me of when I was a kid 
and my mom would tell me to go eat a pickle when I complained of hunger. Or a headache. Or toothache. Or if I was 
bored. Or lonely. She would steal the big industrial size buckets of kosher dill pickles from the diner she waited tables 
at. And though the corners of my mouth would feel sore and raw from the sodium, I’d be damned if eating a pickle 
didn’t make me feel better at least some of the time. I remembered my mother’s tired face, deep creases etched in her 
brow. She was always furrowing her brow, scrunching it up like an overdue bill she wanted to throw away, but instead 
would have to smooth out and make do with.
 “You did this to me,” she’d say sometimes, examining her crow’s feet in the rear view mirror of our 1983 
Plymouth Reliant station wagon. “You better straighten up and get your act together or you’ll end up in jail, just like 
your old man.”
 Coming up on the deli I grasped at anything reachable in the open cases. I grabbed  some blocks of cheese and 
threw those down behind me. Packages of Oscar Meyer bologna, tubs of cottage cheese, cups of yogurt- it only took 
one arm to knock them off of the shelves and propel them into the air behind me as I ran.
 “Stop right there and put your hands up!” yelled the police man close behind me.
 Not a snowball’s chance in hell! I thought to myself running even faster now. The floor in front of the bakery 
section had been waxed just the night before, and as my feet touched down on the freshly finished surface I began to 
slide across it, in between wire display baskets of boules and loaves. The baguettes were all leaned up against the wall 
at the end, and softly caught me in their crusty arms as I spun out wildly, down to the floor. I had run fast, but the 
police man, undeterred by the kaleidoscopic mess of meat and dairy products on the floor, had run faster.
 “Don’t move!” he screamed at me from about four feet away, pistol aimed at my head.
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Carol Woodland

 I reached for one of the baguettes at my side. Perhaps it would be one of the really crusty ones and I could 
poke the cop’s eye out with it. Perhaps then I might escape out the front door and onto my bike. I could ride home. I 
could make it.
 I grabbed on to the sourdough club, but in the blink of an eye it was reduced to breadcrumbs by a second 
gunshot. The hole in the bread smoked. This was it. The chase was over and I was not going to make it home tonight. 
I raised both hands in a feeble surrender. The cop flipped me over like a pancake and shoved my face down hard onto 
the ground; I inhaled deep to smell the familiar linoleum wax smell. The cop sat on my back as he contorted my arms 
to cuff me. When he picked me up, my happy yellow Food Lion polo shirt was covered in bread crumbs, as if I had just 
eaten a really messy sandwich. The other police men now joined their captain. Pleased as pigs in a freshly manured 
field, they slapped each other on the back, laughing. They all looked the same to me: greasy shaved heads and deep set 
eyes, thick necks, hands like sausage links. With one policeman at each of my arms, they dragged me back through the 
produce section towards the automatic doors in the front of the store, which now appeared to me as if giving a slow 
sarcastic clap, clap, clap.
 Every customer in the store was ducked down with their hands over their heads, a disturbing detail I had 
missed amid the helter-skelter fun run. Every customer except the one that had been standing beside me in the 
produce department. She was back on her feet and extracting bits of apple from her hair. The police stopped when we 
got to her. I opened my mouth to apologize, but before I could she grabbed one of the few remaining apples on display 
and shoved it in to my mouth.
 “You animal!” She screamed, hitting me in the head with her heavy leather purse.
 “Ma’am,” The cop said, tipping his hat to her.
 I opened my mouth to drop the apple but it was stuck, set deep into my teeth and wouldn’t budge. I started to 
choke and bit down hard, taking a huge wedge of sour apple into my mouth. If I had known then the scarce availability 
of fruit in jail, I would have savored that sweet bit, but I foolishly spat it back out on the floor.
 At the front end of the store the cashiers were beginning to resume their checkout transactions for the visibly 
shaken customers. They looked at me with their mouths pinched up in disgust, averting their eyes from my eyes. 
I looked up at Lisa, who was still standing in the middle of everything with the intercom phone held between her 
shoulder and ear. She was so lovely, standing there looking up at me from those big, wet eyes. She squeezed them shut 
but the tears bailed out anyway and sickly, muffled sobs could be heard through the store’s PA system. Little animal-
type noises, squeaks and chokes muffled Mere Haggard’s old man crooning on the radio. The automatic doors just 
opened and closed, over and over and over again like the chomping jaws of hyenas. Like the bang-bang-banging of an 
old washing machine with busted bearings doing the jitterbug on the front lawn. Like the clap-clap-clapping of goats 
prancing in a field of rubies. Like the pop-pop-popping of a worn out needle digging for a vein.
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Carol Woodland

How Came the Snake’s Grip on My Heart

found a poem
written in blood & wrapped in tinfoil

in the deep white cotton pocket of your threadbare jeans
I replaced it with a love note
“please forgive me”

kicking sand out behind the supermarket, I
unearthed another poem
carried along by big black ants
I had to put my ear down low to hear
their ancient alien morse code dance
“I don’t want the whole world, just yours”

another poem at the bottom of painted black metal stairs
that shined in the moonlight
caught my eye
 like a silver tooth glinting from a dirty mouth
a single saturnine blossom,
I plucked it down and held it close to my heart
it smelled like overripe peaches and white sage
I pressed it to my chest but it left
a deep bruise
where another poem then slowly grew
in the sanguine marks on my skin
written in a language I didn’t understand
but coiled as snake’s cold grip around my tender heart

I
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Eric Erwin

Jellyfish or Nebula, photograph

Ally Teel

The Sprite’s Embrace

As you wake, you become frigid
Snow flurries whirl around your eyelashes

As you gaze through the blizzard, you feel a stab of deception
Pixies flutter as sparkles fall from their wings as they play
You can’t help but notice your body is slowly going numb

Fairies sing you their song of paradise that makes you feel pleasure
Your eyes start to draw to a close and all you can hear is your last whisper
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Carlos Marquez

Splashes Upon the Water

y shadow splashes upon the water
Is that really odd compared to everything else? 

Daughters fighting with their fathers
For what they believe isn’t respecting themselves?
Life’s a wick and the candles soon melt 
Life’s a, haha, look I’m laughing to myself 
Look, I’m laughing to myself 
Look they’re laughing at the welts 
That the belts caused 
The burns of the menthol 
On the skin, like the skin thawed 
I, ask, honestly, why on earth, should we forgive-
I’d rather not
My mom asks me if I’m alright 
Like I’m not left
But I have visions of Yasin 
Like I’m Mos Def
And my friends ask me to sin
I’m like most def
I guess 

My shadow starts to dance against the brick walls 
My enemies saturate in laughter 
My father knows what’s best for me like his daughters 
What’s the expression? Lambs to the slaughter? 
Mother martyr matters most 
My shadow is my ghost 
Carlos can now go where no one else goes 
Carlos disappeared he’s no longer here
Where is he? 
I haven’t spoken to him in months
We used to be good friends 
And I don’t know what happened 
I’ve been busy smoking up the blunts
And tying up loose ends 
Whatever happened to that guy Carlos and his rapping?
Oh I remember him talking about taking poetry and that was the last of it 
He must have been the only kid rapping amongst his classmates 
Shallower than the pool of blood that he made when he tried breaking into his house 
Lost in the numbers of the amounts of his future spouses 
Like Dracula in the sunshine it’s hard to count 
And regardless of what was mine I need help 

The ripples on the water settle
Everything starts to get better

M
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J.Z. Hawke

Apart We Are Together

n a series of goodbyes and hellos
What matters the most

Is what fell in between

Rune scripted notes
That story about the giant we all read aloud
The fire escape we climbed to drink in the stars

Rain-gale-swept walks
That one stinging snowstorm when we all ran outside
The strange looks we got for splashing in puddles

The day you hopped to lunch because I tied your shoes 
together
The day you learned to tackle
The day I almost broke my nose, trying to do a hand-
stand

Roughhousing in the hallways
Chess barefoot in the grass
Cards with feet on the table

Truths shared
Souls bared
But we weren’t scared

We trusted
And we fell willingly
Knowing the others would catch our falls

Not mind our faults
As we laughed and cried and prayed
Together

Now you all are a world away
We email, message, and Skype
Sometimes we stay up all night

Because for all their might
The miles have lost the fight
For even apart we are together

A part of you is part of me
What I’ve become I would not be
If not for you and what we’ve been

I learned from you
Grew side by side
And somehow in that intertwined

Without you I am not
I think differently than how I thought
Before you

So I am you
Or you are me
In part

A part of you
A part of me
Apart we are together

I
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Feo O’Keefe, digital collage
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Elizabeth Galvez

Neon Princess, digital collage
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Mark Fleisher

Likelies

hen rivers flow backward,
and mountains grow downward,

When roosters crow at dusk,
and owls awaken at dawn,

When the moon is never full,
and stars never shine,

When armadillos fly, and blue birds swim,
and donkeys howl and coyotes bray,

When kings bow to peasants,
and lions cede their throne,

When airplanes run on pickle juice,
and diamonds lose their luster,

When fires resemble icicles,
and ice cubes turn to ash,

When deserts become oceans,
and camels float out to sea,

When no one reads Shakespeare
and man abandons war.

When these unlikelies happen,
if impossibles come true,
only in such imaginary moments
shall I not treasure you.

Kristen Flores

Song of Gaia 

Small little flower,
Bloomed in delight,

Created humans.
Small little human,
Ignorance is bright,
Created technology.

Small little technology,
Lit up the night,

Destroyed mankind.
Small little flower,

Took back what was right,
Destroyed technology.

Small little flower,
Bloomed high and tall,

Wept for mankind after all.

W
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Mike Kimball

I Found It

n a gray and windy afternoon, I found it.  There is no marker, no stone, and there was no way of knowing what 
I found, but indeed I did.  It was a small spot on the west bank of the Rio Grande near the old bridge.  It is far 

away from the center of town, and just one hundred meters from where a town used to be.  I would tell you how 
to find it, but then everyone would find it.  However, even if I told you, you wouldn’t know if you found it.  If you 
did, all you would see is just a sand barge, a tree, and river run-off.  When I tell people I found it and explain what 
it is, they ask me, “Why do you keep looking for it?”

 Every stormy afternoon, I look for it and I always find it.  Amongst the river run-off of loose greens and 
garbage tossed in so casually, I find it; the tree she planted.  It looks just like every other tree so people ask, “How 
do you know it is the tree?”  I just know.  For starters, it’s the only tree with a bow tie on it.  It’s not a ribbon, it’s 
a bow tie; dad’s bow tie.  That famous dark blue with pink polka dots bow tie that dad wore so proudly.  It was a 
hideous device designed for humans, but on the tree it’s almost flattering.  The sight of the bow tie up on the hill is 
how I know that I found it.
    
 It was a gray afternoon with a light sprinkle of rain from the sky.  Mom had just planted the tree here a 
week ago, so I found it fitting to stop at the tree.  It was just a sapling on that day, the day I attached the bow tie 
to the branches.  At first they rustled and flopped in a sudden breeze, almost as a way of the tree telling me to pull 
that awful thing off.  After a few minutes, the tree calmed and the bow tie stayed.  I took a knee in the soft sand 
and removed my backpack.  I pulled out a small wooden box and my lunch for the afternoon.  Before I enjoyed 
my meal by the lightly flowing water, I emptied the contents of the box by the tree.  Through sifting and turning, 
the contents became part of the soil.  I brought the box because I wanted the tree to grow big and strong, just like 
dad.  Dad always had a green thumb so I knew he was the right one to look after the tree.  I washed my hands in the 
river, removing the soil so I could enjoy a sandwich without sand.  Before departing, I wished the tree a good life, 
then I walked away.
    
 On this gray afternoon, I found it.  I saw the bow tie on the tree from up on the hill.  The tree has grown 
steadily since the last day. I made the right decision in putting dad in charge of the tree.  On this day, Dad was going 
to get some help.  Ever since Dad started helping the tree, Mom wanted to help also.  She planted the tree, but she 
got too tired to help.  She could climb downhill, but going back up was always tough and got harder every time.  
On this afternoon, Mom decided to join Dad in helping with the tree.  I helped her down the hill and introduced 
her to the tree in the same fashion I did with dad.  I took a knee in what is now dirt and removed my backpack.  
The same wooden box came out and I poured the contents into the soil.  Mom may not have the same skills that 
Dad had, but she has the love that all living things need.  I now had Mom and Dad working on the tree, just like 
they always wanted.  I washed my hands in the same river and this time enjoyed a selection of cheese and crackers.  
Before I left, I gave the tree another present; Mom’s bright orange satin scarf, tied around the tree just below the 
branches.  It was a silly looking tree with an orange scarf and a pink polka dotted bow tie.  I admired the colorful 
tree, as I walked away, saying my goodbyes to Mom and Dad.
    
 Every gray afternoon, I hike down to the tree and check on the parents.  The tree grows larger every time.  

Though the branches have extended and become a tremendous plumage, I can still see the bow tie.  The trunk has 
gotten wider, but the scarf still holds strong.  It will always be an identifiable tree, no matter how silly it may look.  

In the end, it doesn’t matter what the tree looks like.  All that matters is that I can find it, and I always do.

O
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Steven Veatch

Winter Willows, watercolor on paper
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Taylor St. Cyr

3 a.m. 
eing alone
In the quiet

It scares me

It opens
An emptiness
Inside me

It echoes
In my head
It breaks me

Being here
In silence
It twists me

It changes
An otherness
I lose me

It fades
I’m lost
It kills me

B

Heidi Neff

Speak Up

 wake up one day
un-pretending who to be

speaking up and over these dusty hours
louder than you
say I don’t get to be
heartbroken or happy
but I am these and
I am angry

I’ve been stripped down
crown in hand, coming up and out 
from what you think I am
not a sinner or a saint
I am guilty only of silence
until this bravery
tonight I fight
the temptation to be your invention
build a world I never thought I could
without you telling me how

I
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Taylor St. Cyr

They Drowned Me Long Ago

n my head, I only hear screams. 

Inside my heart is darker than it seems. 

The voices tell me I’m broken, they tell me I’m worthless. 

The darkness tells me I am naïve, pathetic and foolish. 

These monsters inside me weigh my limbs down. 

Chained underwater, I have no choice but to drown. 

So I sit on the ocean floor, let the pain fill my lungs. 

I say to these beings “I give up, I’m done.” 

Their laughs echo in my ears, their triumph rings in my head. 

Taunting and teasing me but I’m already dead. 

Their torture devoured me long ago. 

I’m not a soul, just a lonely ghost. 

I’ve accepted this curse as a piece of my destiny. 

I’ve accepted that this tragedy is just a part of me. 

Acceptance does not bring my mind peace. 

I’m still under water, fighting to breathe. 

I’ll just lay my head down for now, let the sleep silence my thinking. 

But those beings inside me know I’m still sinking.

I
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Carlos Marquez

Mullholland

verything is an illusion 
Body jerks and confusion 

Trying to make sense but 
still remaining clueless
I’m human I’m kind and stupid
I’m human I’m kind of ruthless 
I’m winning but always losing

I’ll sing until I pass out and the music will still play
I’ll play the trumpet and the music will continue even if I leave the stage 
Nothing is real, not even the sense of day
My prayers aren’t answered any time I pray

We will find my body when I’m still alive 
You’ll cry you’ll cry 
And I’ll be confused as to why 
That role was supposed to be mine 
You slept with the director so I resort to crime 
My body is a temple and my enemy is time 
And I wait for the key to let me know that you’ve resigned
Forcefully

I can’t sleep.
I regret what I’ve done 
I miss you 
I want you back 
It’s hard to breathe 
I want my mom 
I miss you 
I want you back 
What are these that follow me?? 
Stop. Stop. 
STOP. 
No. No. No. 

It’s okay 
Although the metal in my mouth tastes like blood

E
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J.Z. Hawke

Blood on the Pavement

See it there,
Shining and bright?

That is my blood
On the pavement

It was only a scrape,
A fall from a bike.

It doesn’t really matter.

Except that it does.
I used to seek adventure.

I swore I’d never grow up,
Grow dull,
Grow old.

I left much of my blood
On the pavement,

When I conquered my fear
And grew bold.

I used to leap from swings
And fall from trees

To fly like Peter Pan.
When did I leave

Neverland?
When did I accept

Defeat
And stop leaving blood

On the pavement?

I’ve done
And become

What I swore
I would never.

I’ve grown old.
How did I manage that?

When was my dangerthirst Sold?
When did I stop

Leaving blood
On the pavement?
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Cristobal Holguin

Magma

olten, melting, bubbling
Churning and flowing

The lifeblood of the earth
Seeping forth in rivers of orange heat
Cooling in the water, slowing
A rocky island born from a violent birth
Beautiful, changing, shifting
An orange lake of ethereal beauty
Tempting to touch, yet deadly to embrace
So it is all the better, to admire from afar
As the earth shifts and molts in a cauldron
At the heart of the world.

M
Deadlines

Time is an enemy
Overflowing, overwhelming

Like a dam running over
My back breaks like a timber against the rushing tide

Painfully smothering
Deadlines are circling buzzards that wait for me to slip.

Memories are the nectar that waits for me to sip.

Leann Denman

Grand Prismatic Spring, phototgraph
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Fran Gallegos

Why?
other, why do you hit us with…
     -wire hangers

     -spatulas
     -wooden paddles
     -hair brushes
     -vacuum cleaner cords?
Daddy, why do you tell us…
               -Go play on the freeway
               -Shut up or I will use my belt
               -You are so fat, skinny, stupid…
               -I wish you were never born
               -Why did I have all you fucking kids?
Uncle, why do you touch us with…
    -your “games”
    -your threats
              -your fingers
              -your mouth
    -your penis?
Why?

M
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Bryanna Zotter

After All, It Will Be Love.

or all and any else that graces this world, 

Or rages upon it, 

Or tears it apart, 

Or builds it up, 

Or slips by on its surface unnoticed, 

Cannot hope to rival the undeath of Love.  

It is true that even the fires of fury, 

Even that volatile power which owns today, 

Will be muted like a world underwater when brought face to face with Love, 

And nothing short of rage then can even contend. 

It was Love that saved this world, 

And Love that hovers past the galaxy with one hand out, making sure that this world still turns. 

It is a bigger force than any can truly know, 

Capable of saving grace, 

Miracles, 

Change,

And miserably broken hearts when taken for granted. 

Love will never die. 

It may be assaulted with shame, 

Beguiled by mistakes and petty promises of pain. 

Struck down, it never takes more than three days to rise again. 

Truly, no matter what may rule the moment, 

What anger or hurt may have free reign....

In the end, it will be Love.

F
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Jim Johnson’s Psychology class

Leonardo editors would like to thank Jim Johnson’s Psychology 2289 Death & Dying class students, who 

created and submitted their Dia de los Muertos mask projects.

Dia de los Muertos masks

Winning masks by popular vote, (left to right) Sarah Flores, 
Aimee Duran, Lauren Vandergriff

Editors Choice awards, (left to right) Kelly Thornton, Monica Vigil, 
Charmaine Joe
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Steven Veatch

A Patient Seeker, photograph
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Throwback to 1965

CNM celebrates 50th anniversary



On the back cover:

Bug-eyed Dragonfly, photograph 
Eric Erwin 




